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In this paper we prove an upper estimate for the characteristic of con- 
vexity of the interpolation Banach spaces obtained by Calderon’s complex 
method, and show that all the intermediate spaces are uniformly non- 
square, provided that at least one of the two boundary spaces satisfies the 
same property. These results are also extended to the case of families of 
infinitely many spaces. 
1. NOTATION 
If X is a complex Banach space, its modulus of convexity 6, 
for Odc<2, by 
is defined, 
(1.1) 
it is a non-decreasing function of E (see [L, T]) and X is said to be 
uniformly convex if ax-(&) > 0 for every E > 0. 
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The characteristic (of convexit>,) qf X is 
E^X=Inf(s>0;6X(s)>0), (1.2) 
and X is uniformly convex if and only if 6,u = 0. 
The Banach space X is said to be uniformly, nowsquare [J] if there exists 
some 6 > 0 such that, for any pair of vectors x, y in the unit ball of X, the 
two conditions 
>1-6 and >1-a 
cannot hold simultaneously. 
In terms of characteristic, X is uniformly non-square if and only if 
o<E’x<2. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT (FOR PAIRS OF SPACES) 
Throughout this section (A,, A,) will denote an interpolation pair of 
Banach spaces, and A, = [A,, AlIs, 0 <s < 1, will be the intermediate 
spaces obtained by the complex method of A. P. Calderon (see [Cal]). The 
main result in this section is: 
THEOREM 2.1. For 0 6 s d 1, let i, denote the characteristic of A,, Then 
I, 6 (&J’ -s(E^l)s. (2.2) 
Proof Since E ,^ ~2, we shall assume that at least 6, is strictly smaller 
than 2. For a fixed ye > 0 and 0 < E’ d 2, we let E = E’( 1 + r]) ~ ’ and take any 
two vectors x’, y’ in the unit ball of A,, with I/x’-y’ll,>s’. If 
x = x’( 1 + q)-‘, y = y’( 1 + v])-‘, we can find two functions .L gE S(A)’ 
satWingf(s) = x, g(s) = Y, and Ilf l/s,.4, = Maxi=,, SUP,, w Il.fG+-it)ll, < 1, 
Ilglls(.4,< 1. 
Since E ,^ < 2, we can find a number G, E (E ‘^, 2) and define the set 
R,={~ER: Il(f-g)(l+it)~~,~al};thisimpliesthat Il((f+g)/2)(1+it)ll, 
< 1 - 6 ,( g, ) < 1 if t E Q, . If A, is uniformly non-square, the same can 
be done for a value DUE (E ,^,, 2), obtaining the set Q,, where the inequality 
II (( f  + g)/2)( it)11 ,, < 1 - 6,( ao) holds. Otherwise, we take o0 = go = 2 and R, 
as the empty set. 
‘d(A) consists of all the functionsf: s-+ A,+ A,, s= {zEC:O<R~I< 1 j, continuous in 
s. analytic in S, with.f(j+if)EA, for j=O, 1, and withJ(j+ir)-0 as IfI +x, (see [Cal]). 
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Using the Poisson kernel for S, 
P;(S, [I= 
e nr sin( ns ) 
sm27C~+[cos(7rs)-(-l))Je-“‘]2’ 
and letting l~ol=(l/(l-.~))~a,~O(~,~)~~, I~,I=(l/s)~,,~,(~,t)nr, we 
obtain the estimates: 
log~dlogIlx-YlI,~ i j logIl(f’-g)(j+it)ll,~,(s, f)df 
,=o R 
and 
<(l -s)lQoI ~ogcl-~0(~o)l +slQ,l Ml -d,(a,)I 
=K(IQ,I, lQ,l). 








A sufficient condition to obtain (2.3) is 
Sup{K(u, u); (u, o)ErJ < -log(l +I,), 
where I-= {(u, u); O<u, a< 1, H(u, a)alogs)-. 
Writing the equations of the level curves K(u, v) = -log( 1 + q) and 
H(u, LJ) = fog E as u/u0 + v/u0 = 1 and u/u1 + v/v, = 1, respectively, the condi- 
tions above are equivalent to u0 < u, and v. < c’, . 
Solving for E, this implies 
where 




(We notice that when &, = (T,, = 2, H and K do not depend on u and 7 is 
simply given by log(2/a,)/(log[l-6,(a,)]l.) 
Writing tsi = E ,^ + t,, j = 0, 1, we shall now choose T, as functions of il, so 
that Eli + 0 and (1 + v)~ -+ 1 when n + 0; this can always be done, since 
6,(ij+ TV) tends monotonically to zero as T, -+ 0. For this choice of z0 and 
r,, (2.4) implies (2.3) or, equivalently, it implies 6,(s) > 0. 
Since q can be chosen to be arbitrarily small, we obtain 
Inf(.s > 0; 6,(s) > 0 1 < (&)I ‘(2, )‘, 
which proves the theorem. 1 
Remark. Strict inequality in (2.2) can happen. If A, = L’ and A, = L X, 
then A,,= Lp, l/p= 1 -s, and &=E ,^ =2, while i,=O. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If at least one qf A,, A, is uniformly non-square, then 
every A,, 0 < s < 1, has the same property. 
As a corollary of Theorem 2.1 we recapture 
COROLLARY 2.6 [Cw, Re]. If at least one of the spaces A-,, j=O, 1, is 
uniformlJ9 convex, every intermediate space A, has the same propert]‘. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Zf i,= l-r< 1, then A, has a normal structure, 
provided s > log(&)/[log(&) - log( 1 - T)]. 
3. THE CASE OF INFINITE FAMILIES OF SPACES 
We now turn our attention to the case of the complex method of inter- 
polation for infinite families of Banach spaces, introduced by R. Coifman, 
M. Cwikel, R. Rochberg, Y. Sagher, G. Weiss in [CCRSW]. Although this 
method contains, as a particular case, Calderon’s method for pairs of 
spaces, we prefered to present our results in two separate steps for at least 
two reasons: 
(i) the method of Calderon has been at the origin of the whole 
theory of complex interpolation for abstract Banach spaces, and the restric- 
tion to the case of two spaces is, in many applications, not restrictive; 
(ii) the techniques used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 are, in some 
sense, introductory to the ones used in this section. 
Let Q be a simply connected domain in C, whose boundary is a 
rectifiable simple closed curve I-; for 2 EQ, let dP, denote the harmonic 
measure on f with respect to Z. The family of Banach spaces (B(t), < E ri 
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is an interpolation family if (i) all the spaces are continuously embedded in 
a common space J&: (ii) for every aE 0, B(r) the function 5 + (/alIe is 
measurable with respect to some (and hence every) dP, (some other 
growth conditions must be satisfied ). The intermediate spaces B(z), ; E 52, 
are obtained by taking the images at 2 of all the elements of a class 9 of 
vector-valued analytic functions on R. The class 9 is normed by 
Il,fll,p= Esssup: Il,f(<)II:, and the norm Ilull, of an element in B(z) is 
obtained by taking the Infimum of Il,fll,c over all the functions of 9 such 
thatf(z)=a (see [CCRSW]). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {B(t), 5 ET} be an interpolation family of complex 
Banach spaces assigned on the boundary r of the simply connected complex 
domain Sz. [f E ,^, I E a, denotes the characteristic qf B(z), we hatIe 
6, d exp * log E :^ dP=( 5). 
J (3.2) r 
Proof: Let us fix z E Q; if A is a measurable subset of r, we denote by 
lAl,themeasure~,dPZ(S).Nowlet U={5~l-:E^:<2};ifIUI,=0,(3.2)is 
obvious, and thus we shall assume I UI ~ > 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we fix q> 0, E’ E (0,2] and let 
E = E’( 1 + q)-‘; we then take any two vectors x’, y’ in the unit ball of B(z), 
with Ix’-y’ll=>~‘, and let x=x’(l-q)-‘, y=y’(l+q)-‘. 
It is now possible to find A g E 9 such that f(z) = x, g(z) = y. jlf’ll.F, 
IIgl(,<1.For5EUwetakea~E(~:;2),andfor5Er’\Uwelet~:=~E=2. 
WedefinethesetsU+=jS’EU:IIf(5)-g(5)l15~a:}andU~=C!~,.,C’+; 
for (E U’ we have Il(f+g)/2)(<)llt< 1 -6J[r)< 1. Then 




d s log[l -S&a<)] dP;(<). C’+ 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Choosing E > exp 
J 




log CJ; riP,( <) < ( 1 - I u- I .) log 2 + !‘,;- log 0: dP,( C) 
or, equivalently, 
I log(2/0,) &Y:(5) >o, L“ 
which shows that I U+ I= > 0. 
Combining this conclusion with (3.4), we can follow the final steps of the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 to obtain the estimate (3.2). 1 
An immediate conclusion following from this last theorem is 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let (B(t), < E f-1 be an interpolation fami!,* of Banach 
spaces, such that B(t) is uniformly non-square when 5 belongs to a 
measurable subset U of lY [f 1 U/I = > 0 f or some : E 52, then ever)% interpolation 
space B(o), o E R, is unifornzl~~ non-square. 
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